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Abstract
The deformation gradient tensor of the solid phase is the central concept
in the description of swelling and shrinkage of soils. The appear ance of
slip surfaces and cracks is governed by r elationships among the stress
tensor and parameters characterizing the strength of the soil. An analysis of the perturbation of stress induced by a crack gives some insight
in spacings , anglPS of intersection , and depths of cracks.

Deformation of the solid phase
A description of the motion of the solid phase of a soil gives the places
x_ occupied by any parcel

X
of the solid phase in the course of time t
-s

(Raats, 1984a):

x=x[x,t ]
-

-
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As labels for the parcels X one may use their locations x in the
s
-0
reference configuration at some reference time t • Differ entiation of ( I )
0

with respect to t and X gives, r espectively, the velocity vector v and
-s
-s
the deformation gradient tensor F :
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for a parcel X compares the volume currently
s
occupied by the parcel to the volume occupied in the reference configuThe determinant of F

~s

ration. It can be related to a concept more familiar in soil science by
considering the isotropic, homogeneous swelling of a cube with current
edge 1 and edge 1

0

in the reference configuration . Then

3
det F - (1/1 ) ,
-s
o

(3)

and the coefficient of linear extensibility, COLE, can be defined by:
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For isotropic, homogeneous shrinkage of a cube, the negative of COLE is
defined as the coefficient of linear contractibility, COLC .
The measures of deformation COLE and COLC are mainly useful to describe
the volumetric aspects of isotropic homogeneous deformations. By contrast, the deformation gradient tensor F

-s

can be used to describe all

aspects of any continuous deformation. Not only COLE and COLC, but
numerous other concepts describing various aspects of deformations can
be derived from F

-s

(Truesdell and Toupin, 1960). In particular, it can

be shown that the deformation at any point may be regarded as resulting
from a translation, a rigid rotation of the principal axis of strain,
and stretches along these axis.
The deformation gradient tensor F plays a key role in the description
-s
of movement of water in deforming soils (Raats, 1984a, b). Disregarding
the influence of gravity, so that the gradient of the pressure head h
is

the only driving force, and using the solid phase as a reference,

the product of the volumetric water content

e and

det F

-s

can be shown

to satisfy a nonlinear, inhomogeneous diffusion equation (Raats, 1984b):
d

(a

de t F ) I dt
-s

I~s

= d {9 d <e de t F ) /CJx

-s

with the transformed diffusivity tensor
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(5)

(6)
and in turn D rcl3ted to the hydraulic conductivity k by:
(7)

D = k d (0 det F )/dh
-s

As a special case, it can further be shown that for flow in the axial

direction of a swelling and shrinking , thin, porous rod (6) reduces to
(f.aats, 1969):

Si>

=

(det F'""~ 2n-J D
-s

(8)

Figure I shows plots of (8) for purely axial deformation (n•l), purely
lateral deformation (n•O), deformation for which the effects of the
axial and lateral deformations upon the diffusivity cancel each other
(n=D, isotropic deformation (n= 11J) , and also for n=%. The value n"'!

! swelling causes f>/ D to increase

separates two opposite trends. For n <

and shrinking causes~/D to decrease. For n > ~ swelling causes ~/ D to
decrease and shrinking causes

~/D

to increase.

n:1

Figure I. Transformed diffusivity tensor for flow of
water in the axial direction
of a swelling and shrinking ,
thin porous rod
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The case of purely axial deformation has been studied in great detail,
yielding valuable results with regard to equilibrium of water, steady
upward and downward flows of water, adsorption and infiltration of
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water, and sedimentation and filtration of slurries (Philip and Smiles,

1982). But in many cases there is a need for a 2- or 3- dimensional
stress-strain theory (Miller , 1975). Even splitting of parcels X must
s

be dealt with: shrinkage may lead to cracks (Corte and Higashi, 1960;
Neal et al., 1968; Blokhuis, 1982) and swelling may lead to slip surfaces (Krishna and Perumal, 1948; De Vos et al., 1969). Tension cracks
may also be induced by penetrating roots (Barley et al., 1965) and the
passage of wetting fronts (Dexter, 1983; Parlange and Sawhney, 1976).
In the next Section two crack-slip failure criteria are discussed
briefly. In Section 3 a theory for stress perturbation due to the presence of cracks is summarized .

2

Two crack-slip failure criteria

At any point within the soil the force upon any surface through that
point is dete rmined uniquely

by

the normal to that surface . By using

the balances of momentum and moment of momentum, it can be shown that
the forces upon all surfaces through any point are determined fully by

e

the symmetric stress tensor field ! · If
is the bulk density, g the
gravitational force, and a is the acceleration, then
div T +

p ~

=p

a

(9)

In dealing with soils, force balances can be written for each of the
phases and for the soil as a whole . The symmetry of ! implies that, at
any point,! is completely determined by three principal stresses 11, 12,
and

13

associated with the principal directions ~1 . n!• and n3 . Given

(Tl, T2, 1 3) and (n1, n2, n3) at a point the normal stress T and the
n

shear stress Tt on any plane through that point can be calculated or
determined graphically by Mohr's circle diagram.
By analogy with friction between separate bodies, in 1773

Coulo~b

formu-

lated a simple criterion for slip failure of a granular material (Jaeger
and Cook, 1979). According to Coulomb's criterion slip failure will
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occur if on any plane the shear stress T , the normal stress T , the
t

n

angle of internal friction lj! , and the shear strength 0

1T t I - (tan lj!)

1

os

;.

n

( 10)

If the soil is partially saturated and
total stress, then a

s

satisfy

T

n

is not an effective but a

includes a cohesive component due to capillarity.

s

Coulomb's criterion can also be expressed in terms of the major principal stress

T1

and the minor principal stress

T3:

(II)

The flow value v and the compressive strength crc appearing in (II) are
given by
v ~ tan 2 (n/4

+

w/2)

o c • 20 s tan (n/4

+

( 12)

lj!/2)

( 13)
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Figure 2. Two failure criteria
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A plot of (II) is shown in Figure 2A. It can be shown that, according
to Coulomb's criterion, slip failure may occur in two planes passing
through the principal direction n2 and making angles of (n/4 - $ /2)
with the principal direction n1.
In Fig. 2A the intercept on the T 1-axis is the compressive strength o .
c

The intercept - o / v on the T 3 -axis could be interpreted as the tensile
c
strength , were it not that cracks normal to the n 3 - direction occur at
some value

o / v . To account for this, in 1961 Paul proposed to
c
introduce the tensile strength ot as an additional parameter and r eT3 > -

place the slip failure criterion (II) by the combined crack/slip failure criterion (Jaeger and Cook, 1979; see also Figure 2A):
( 14)

( 15)
At T 1

= oc

- vcr

t

the Coulomb/Paul (CP) criterion predicts simultaneous

occurrence of cracks normal to the principal direction n 3 and slip surfaces passing through the principal direction n2, making angles of
(n /4 - $/2) with the principal direction n1. Nadai (1931, pp. 330-331)
described an experiment of W. Riedel in which tension cracks and
shearing slip surfaces indeed occurred simultaneously. Hartge and Rahte
(1983) attempt to distinguish cracks and slip surfaces on the basis of
angles between faces of structure elements.
An alternative theory, relating the tensile strength to the growth of

pre-existing, minute cracks, was introduced by Griffith in 1921 and
further developed by Irwin and by Orowan in the fourties and fifties
(Irwin, 1958) . On the basis of an analysis of the stress distribution
near tips of such cracks, Griffith derived the failure criterion
(Figure 2B).

( 16)

if
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. '·

T1 ~

3o

t

(17)

The tensile strength can be shown to be a function of the energy G
associated with the creation of new crack surfaces (Griffith) and/or
plastic deformation near the t ips of the cracks (Irwin and Orowan), the
length 2A of the cracks, Young's modulus Y and Poisson's ratio v of the
soil, and a factor a of order unity depending on the geometry and boundary conditions.
(I 8)

For

T1 '

3ot , the Griffith/Irwin/Orowon (GIO) criterion pr edicts cracks

normal to the n 3 direction. At

T1 :

3ot a gradual change of the orienta-

tion of the failure surfaces sets in . By contrast the CP criterion predicts an abrupt change at

T1 ~

oc - va t.

The GIO criterion implies a value 8 for the ratio of compressive and
tensile strengths. According to Farrell et al. (1967) measurements of
this ratio range from 3 to 13. They attribute this wide variation to anisotropy, sample preparation, and changes in geometrical configuration
under different test conditions. Recently Hettiaratchi and 0' Callaghan
(1980) presented a mechanics of unsaturated soils incorporating both the
GIO failure cri terion and the so-called critical state theory. They
emphasize the dependence of the mechanical properties upon the water
content.

3

Stress perturbation due to presence of cracks

The GIO failure criterion is concerned with the initiation of macrocracks by growth of randomly oriented pre-existing minute cracks . To
understand the spacing, width and depth of macro-cracks, an analysis is
required of the perturbation of the original tensile stress field due
to the presence of macro-cracks. Lachenbruch (1961, 1962) made such an
analysis and applied it to cooling joints in lava and ice-wedge polygons
in permafrost. The analysis is based on the linear theory of elasticity.
Lachenbruch himself suggested that a drying mud, despite its plasticity,
can be expected to conform to the theory in at least a qualitative way.
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Such use of the theory of elasticity is rather common in soil mechanics
(Koolen and Kuipers, 1983).
It is worthwhile to point out that the application of Lachenbruch's
theory to ice-wedge polygons is of interest to soil scientists in its
own right. In soils that were once subject to permafrost conditions,
relicts of ice-wedges occur widely as wedges filled with foreign material, usually finer than the host material (Christensen, 1974, 1978; de
Gans, 1983). Their presence is sometimes revealed by polygonal plant
growth and ripening patterns, most clearly in cereal during dry summers.
Christensen found that the available water capacity and rootability are
the primary causes of the differences in crop growth.
Lachenbruch (1961 , 1962) derived two exact solutions for stress fields
near cracks in infinite media with, respectively, a step function and a
linear function initial stress distribution. From these exact solutions
he developed approximate solutions for tension-cracks at the surface of
semi-infinite media. The approximate solutions are based on an iterative
procedure by which,in the solutions for infinite media,the normal
stresses upon the planes of symmetry normal to the cracks are eliminated
and at the same time the walls of the cracks are kept stress free.
For the step function initial tensile stress distribution, Figures 3A
and B show the relief of the principal stress in the soil surface and
normal to the crack as a function of the distance from the crack. The
stress relief is expressed in units of the initial tensile stress P and,
not surprisingly,in these units varies from full relief of -1 .0 at the
crack to vanishing relief of 0 at large distance from the crack. The
parameter on the curves is the ratio of stress depth a and crack depth b.
Figure 3A shows that, for a given crack depth b, the width of the zone
of stress relief is strongly dependent upon the depth distribution of
the initial tensile stress. Figure 3B shows that, for a given stress
depth a, the width of the zone of stress relief increases as the crack
depth b increases up to a certain limit. Multiplication of the stress
relief normal to the crack by Poisson's ratio (< I) gives the stress
relief parallel to the crack. The nature of the anisotropy causes a
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Figure 3. Stress relief at the soil surface due to a crack (inserts show
the geometries and boundary conditions)
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growing crack to orient itself normal to a pre-existing crack. Figure 4
shows a typical pattern of cracks with predominantly orthogonal intersections. The arrows indicate the directions in which the cracks were
growing . These directions can be inferred not only from time-series
of photographs but also from characteristic markings on the walls of
the cracks. Euler's theorem, relating the numbers of vertices,edges,

j
Figure 4. Cracking pattern (from Corte and Higashi, 1960)
and faces of any convex polyhedron, implies some simple properties of
averages of parameters characterizing random crack patterns (Gray et al.,
1976; Raats, 1984c) . For instance if all junctions of edges are of the
types ~

and

)f• then the

average number of edges and vertices per

polygon is 6 .
Figure 3C shows the result for a linear stress distribution. It can be
used to account for the influence of the self-weight of the soil.
According to both the CP and GIO theories a crack will be initiated at
the soil surface as soon as T3 ~- at . At the ('mathematical') tip of a
crack the stress will be infinite. At any finite distance from the tip
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the maximum stress occurs in the plane of the crack. This stress can be
expressed in terms of the radial distance r from the crack tip and the
crack-edge stress intensity factor

K

by:
( 19)

T

max

For the step function and the linear function initial tensile stress
distribution the crack-edge stress intensity factor K is of the form
y [a/b]

K

,fb P or Q

(20)

Figure 5 shows the normalized crack-edge stress intensity factor
y

= K/ {lb P or Q}

as

a function of the stress/crack depth ratio a/b. The

x for an infinite body are exact while the • for a semi-infinite body

=I

are approximate. The latter are for the step function at a/b

in good

agreement with exact results of Wigglesworth and Irwin (Barenblatt,l962).
Lachenbruch (1961, 1962) shows how Equations (19) and (20) and Figure 5
in combination with the tensile strength given by equation (18) can be
used to estimate the depths 6f unstable propagation and of arrest of
craciks.
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Figure 3A, B and part B corresponding to Figure 3C)
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4

Concluding remarks

Building upon experience with rigid unsaturated soils, the last two decades brought some progress with movement of water in deforming soils .
Separately, classical soil and rock mechanics has recently inspired
some progress with the mechanics of the solid phase of natural soils.
Further progress might be expected from appropriate combinations of the
separate disciplines soil physics, soil and rock mechanics, and, last
but not least, modern continuum mechanics .

5
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Discussion
O.H. Yaalon :
Could you explain the meaning of the arrows parallel to the c racks in
Figure 4? Do they indic ate propagation (growth) from a linear or point
source ? In a random tensional stress field there will be primary and
secondary cracks, the latter tending to form at right angles to the
primary cracks (cf. Har tge and Rah te, 1983). Hence . t he mean number of
edges per polygon is 4 to 5, as the figure clearly shows. Hexagons are
an exception.
Author:
The meaning of the arrows is given in the text . The di rections of
crack growth were inferred from successive photographs. Among the
sites where cracks originate are the edges of the sample and air
bubbles in t he mud . If collinear edges of pol ygons are counted as
single edge s, then, as the fraction of orthogonal intersections
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approaches unity, the number of edges per polygon approaches 4 (cf.,
Gray et al.,l976). However, if one regards the edges issuing from an
orthogonal intersection as separate edges for each of the three
adjoining polygons, then the average number of edges per polygon is
6.

s.

van der Zee:

Numerical values of the parameters found in the failure c riteria are
obtained by loading a soil sample in specific ways, implying the
application of an external force. However, cracking seems to be more
of a pulling apart mechanism than of a compression mechanism. For
sand, the moment of failure of a core will occur sooner when pulled
apart than in the case of compression. Possibly this is also the case
for clayey material. Should not, then, the apparent cohesion (cohesion
plus water suction) be a better criterion for cracking of soil, in
which case the normal stress due to compression is excluded?
Author:
I agree that, when cracks form, the material is being pulled apart.
Figure 2 shows how, in a sense, crack failure overrules slip failure.
Just as the shear strength o (and thus the compressive strength o ),
s
c
the tensile strength ot includes a component due to capillarity. The
Criffith/Irwin/Orowan criterion even implies a definite value 8 for the
ratio of compressive and tensile strengths.

s.

van der Zee:

In Griffith's model, breakage of soil is characterized by elastic
behaviour until breakage occurs. Afterwards fractures are found and
separation of soil occurs, but no plastic flow. Is this rigid-matrix
model applicable to clayey soil with a higher ability to deform, thus
showing more plastic behaviour? Is clay, on the verge of cracking,
dried to an extent that it does show rather elastic behaviour?
Author:
Griffith's original theory is concerned only with elastic behaviour.
Irwin and Orowan extended the theory to include plastic deformation
near the tip of the crack.
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H.P. Blume:
What influence do variations in soil temperature have upon forming
cracks? You showed soils with sand-filled cracks from Germany and
Denmark. In our opinion these cracks are not formed by variations in
water content. but by temperature variations during summer and winter
times in the ice age. If 0.1-mm-thick cracks of a frozen soil will be
filled by wind-blown sand. and this will be repeated for hundreds of
years. sand-filled cracks with a diameter of 20-30 em can be formed.
Perhaps the same process will work in soils of the hot deserts by
changes in soil temperature between day and night. summer and winter.
Author:
The cited papers by Christensen and Lachenbruch are indeed mainly
concerned with the process of thermal contraction accompanying
freez ing.
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